
About the tooting and blowing...

or- take your teeth from the wind-stream!
or- what instrument for which player, how to play in what kind of room? Ah excuse me what?

Hiking mountains with sneakers on? To a theater in hiking boots? Shoes we choose after there aim of
purpose, comfort and their optical appeal.
And recorders...? Often enough it is not even commonly known that there is several different types. 
And nobody thinks much about the sound. But considering that music mainly depends on its 
sound, the potential there seems unexploited.
Often recorders which are played by idols (musicians, teacher) are bought . The personal perception, 
reflection and trying out is uncommon.

As a recorder manufacturer I take care more about the sound than the music. This kind of outcast 
role gives me a more rational perspective on topics (teeth, wind-ways, space) which within 
musicians are mentioned little and by amateurs hardly ever. In my daily routine I often hear people 
not getting a nice sound out of their recorder. The first thing they think is, that the instrument is 
bad... That every recorder needs their “appendage” is hardly recognized. A bad instrument well 
blown always sounds better than a good instrument blown badly.
Personally I always have to find my way with a strange instrument.
What I do and think in that process, I will try to explain in the following.

Preface
Sound is a matter of trend! What is common for a while gets uninteresting in time and asks for 
development. A historic-typical sound  doesn't exist nowadays anymore and if, our hearing abilities 
have changed through common noises so much that it wouldn't make sense anymore.
Fifteen years ago tight, strongly stabilizing wind-ways were “in” for good players. At that time many,
now teachers,  have acquired a blowing technique that has broken with the sharp, overtone opulent 
sound of these recorders. Via teeth, lips and cheeks the air stream is interrupted and overtones 
eliminated. The tight wind-ways are not in vogue anymore, a rather dark sound seems to be on the 
rise (we already had that before....).

As a recorder-manufacturer I make the sound preferably warm and noiseless, needing to remove the 
noise. But many players automatically add the noise back on again... that makes no sense!
And just to mention, 70% of players have their teeth in the air-stream (also see teeth test), most of 
them unintentionally! Only if a clear air-stream can be performed, it can be disturbed intentionally 
again. With the disturbance of the air-stream you play, producing one of the few practicable dynamic



possibilities of a recorder. The broad opinion to influence the sound by forming vocals (mouth-shape 
u a ä ö ü e I) is less recognized than assumed. It rather serves the playing sensation.

What instrument for which player?
There is no simple answer to that question since different factors have to be taken into account. 

➢ Style of music
The sound culture of the epoch (e.g. Renaissance rather based, Baroque lighter)
Should the instrument blend in with others or have a clear distinct outline?

➢ Character of the playing person
gentle person or turbo-blower?

➢ Play- and breathing technique
Is a differentiated air passage and articulation possible?
Playing with much resistance or free flowing of the air?

➢ Type of wind-way
strong or less stabilizing

➢ the working point of the instrument, limited by type of wind-way
sound development in low and stronger air pressure

➢ sound production (Labium area)
low, classy or intense

➢ throat (internal bore)
overtone opulent or wide, basic tuning

➢ acoustic of the room 
demure light, or wide and warm

All the factors influence each other.

And so which is the right instrument?
The favorite music, the room you play the most in, usually require the sound of only one instrument!
Wind-way and throat have to be able to produce the intended sound. The technique of playing has 
to go conform with the instrument, and with the mouth positioning  and air pressure have to create 
the optimal sound.

When I advise someone, that means:
➢  for what in particular is the instrument needed, ensemble or sonata?
➢ In what ambiance is it played most commonly, living room, saloon or church?
➢ I let them play a few tones and hear if they blow strong or more refined
➢ I hear the mouth positioning and judge exhalation and thumb technique
➢ from that I derive the wind-way and throat
➢ I offer possible instruments and let you try them out
➢ if it doesn't sound good I give hints to mouth-positioning and air pressure
➢ then I leave the person alone to privately find their own instrument

As easy as that!



Tests
To find out what influences come from the player here a few tests.

1. Teeth in the air stream
Fold a small piece of paper about 9 x 20 mm and put it in the wind-way so that 7mm look out. Now
play (it will not sound correctly of course because of the paper).

● Do the upper incisors touch the paper?
➢ The incisors should be above the paper to not redirect the air stream (imagine the air-stream 

graphically, see mouth-positioning).

● It also works without paper: Diking a tone. Replace the beak with your small finger. Do you 
touch the incisors or can you get through the line of teeth with your finger?

➢ The upper incisors should lie above the finger

                          papertest                                         air-stream should not be 
                                                                                 restrained by  the upper incisors
                                                                                                       

2. working point
● play a part of a music piece so strongly that the recorder sounds a bit stressed.
➢ Slightly decrease the air pressure til the recorder doesn't sound as stressed anymore (it may 

sound noise though!)- here lies the maximum sound performance, your working point.
Depending on the tightness of the wind-way the pressure can vary immensely from recorder to 
recorder.

The working point of an instrument you have to know precisely and experiment with the mouth-
positioning at that point.
The working point does not have to be identical to the real musical pressure while playing, but it 
also shouldn't be to far apart from it. 

3. wind-way test:
● bite together your teeth and play the instrument. The air-stream is made unstable that way.
➢ A strongly stabilized wind-way hardly rustles
➢ an open wind-way rustles noticeably more

4. formation (sound of vocals u a ä ö ü e I)
By changing the mouth positioning in speech formants are produced. Usually deep tones are blown 
forming an u, high tones with an I.

● Use an older recorder with wide wind-ways, a recording device in 5m distance and a tuning 



device. Blow a deep f` with 3 different mouth positioning (u e I) in the exact same pitch. The 
same with a middle tone (f``) and a high register (f```)

➢ listen to the recorded tones. Does it sound differently?

My attends sounded sobering. If there was only a difference in the higher tones. If something 
changes then it is the amount of noise, but that is not connected to the vocal.
I think when switching from “i” to “u” usually you relax the air pressure that way you play the u 
slightly deeper and of course it has the welcomed effect having less overtones and so being darker. 
But that has nothing to do with the formants.
My conclusions: Formants are a matter of feeling less of sound.  U= warm relaxed, I= pitched and 
concentrated. That playing-sensation easily translates to the audience!
But I  welcome suggestions, I only persist on exact similar pitch when blowing formants.
                              
5.Test of alignment and rustle

Play a high f```on an alto flute. Carefully take the recorder away from the mouth and replace it with 
your palm 10 cm in front of your mouth. Unfortunately the lips take over the steering function in 
this test, that effect has to be overlooked.

● Does the cool air stream feel pointing or laminar on the hand?
➢ A pointing air stream will produce less noise than a diffused one

● Do I hear a rustle?
➢ If a rustling sound appears (with consonant f) the air stream is interrupted. Usually teeth or 

lips disturb the air stream (see mouth positioning and the rustle as a performance tool) 

● does the articulation sound lazy? A short H rustle after the d? (dhü instead of a clear 
beginning sound düü?)

➢ the tongue point releases the air-stream lazily. The f```can not emerge easily. Open 
instruments reply worse to that.

To the music
I only want to commend from the perspective of a recorder-manufacturer, everything else I leave up 
to the musicians.
Shall the recorder sound blend in or come across individually solo?
For instruments that are supposed to blend in with others, the sound has to be as dark (overtone 
poor)as possible (deep block, wide throat and cut up). Soprano recorders are louder than deeper 
recorders. In comparison those recorders have to be lower.
Solo play needs a lot of overtones, you always hear the silver even if the instrument (in comparison 
to orchestra and continuo) is rather weak.
Type of player

A lot of players prefer a lot of air resistance. That is type depending. Not so type depending is the 
wind-way It is tight and through holdup the air stream is very stable. That allows a dynamic play. 
Usually the sound is bright. A big cut up (distance to the labium), a big throat and a disturbance of 
the air-stream can compensate that.
Then there is players that like to let pass air. Accordingly the wind-ways are wider. The stabilization 
is correspondingly lower! The noise is stronger, the sound  in any case darker. With a controlled 
mouth positioning you can manipulate a lot here.



Mouth-positioning

                            It helps imagining the air-stream as flowing water

                                                                                                                                                           

Magnetic resonance picture by Nik Trasov                         Possible air vortex producer in clear 
mouth-positioning                    

It needs imagination how the inhaled air flows. With the tests- teeth, working point, tongue and 
centering, and over hearing and sensation this feeling can be corrected.
The wind is redirected at the upper palate almost in the same direction as the wind-way Pilger and 
incisors are a little bit in the way, then comes the more or less clean transition with the lips to the 
recorder. The wind velocity outside is faster. Imagine a river with a strong curve. The current on the 
outer side (palate) is much stronger than the current on the inner side (tongue). If now a huge stone
looms out of the water on the outer side of the river bank, that resistance will produce a few water 
swirls that will calm down eventually. Who has naturally large vertical incisor, has a swirl-generator 
given by creation! Me with my slightly angular short shovels I have it a bit easier to produce a light 
clear wind stream.
The lower teeth are on the stream-poorer side (at the inner river bank) that's why they don't disturb 
that much. Also the tongue is not a big problem, she is not angled and at the streaming- weak side.
From the palate a preferably clear line should lead into the wind-way! And just to mention it again, 
the teeth may not direct the air-stream under the wind-way, but into the wind-ways
The transverse flute and the Peruvian flute have a wind-way of 0 mm length. There the lips make a 
wind-way and the whole wind control goes over the mouth.
A recorder has a more or less stabilizing wind-way The influence of the mouth therefor is not as big. 
The more I am away from the sound production (labium edge) the less influence on the sound.
Directly in front of the beak initial things happen in a recorder. If the air stream is swirled (rustle) the 
wind-way cannot completely stabilize it.



So where does self-inflicted rustling develop?
➢ Teeth tip of the upper incisors
➢ air cushions between the incisor and upper lip
➢ transition upper lip- beak
➢ wall of the wind-way of the beak

                                                                                                     Noisy mouth-position

For a clear air stream the transition of incisor, upper lip and beak should be without obstacles. It 
helps to form the mouth in a way when whistling quietly (without air cushions between upper 
incisor and upper lip. Teeth are slightly apart and the air stream centered).
Thick beaks create rustle, thin beaks tempt to interrupt the wind-stream with the incisors.
Pointed lips (kissing mouth) can elongate the wind-way Due to fine regulating abilities the lips serve
well as a steering possibility. The air room between upper lip and incisor has to be considered 
intentionally.

The palate sail (vocals a e I o u  ä ö ü) is far away from the sound induction and in my opinion its 
influence is overrated. (see test formants)
To me the back of the tongue seems to have much more meaning. That usually lies lateral to the 
upper back tooth. From the streaming idea that constriction is not imperative. It is possible to play a
really free air-stream with fully deep laid tongue. Although with articulation the tongue movement 
get bigger. But that can be solved elegantly. Unusual but not unused!

Noise as creative tool
Often noise is rated negatively. But a clean sound can be boring, sometimes even annoying (e.g. 
mobile-phone ring-tones). Partial noise can be handled playfully, it is one of the few seemingly 
dynamics of a recorder. By the way do transverse and pan flute rustle immensely and it doesn't 
bother us.

Working point, blow-pressure and air stream
The working point (see working point) is closely below the excessive demand on an instrument. If an
instrument is blown to weakly it sounds bland. Is it over-forced it has something tortured to it. The 
best sound is in a tiny space in between.
There is diffuse instruments that are very centered that have to be blown with a very thin air-stream 
and others that need a broader stream otherwise they will sound pushy.
If the working point is found, the most noise-full mouth-positioning should be detected. In an ideal 
case here you can work with small pressure variations to change the sound (add or leave out 
overtones).
OK. and now a small sound has to be made! Often a bit of noise is added again to make it sound 
warmer and more human. May be the breathe pressure has to be varied again? Likely, then now your 
individual taste of sound is needed! But first you have to know your limits!
A small story with Maurice Steger. Maurice had showed me his instruments at home, he was using 
afterwards in a concert. The instrument were very different in their construction. With every 
instrument he first got in touch with and then showed me how it sounded! For every instrument he 



warmed up for about half a minute before playing it!
If a professional is connecting onto their instruments (which he knows inside out) only to show 
something shortly, this seems very relatable to me and he shows me that he takes every individual 
instrument seriously.
If a full on professional has to search for the working point again and again, I think that should 
inspire all other players to do the same. It benefits the sound!

wind-way types
Wind-ways stabilize the air-stream, so a bit more and some a bit less. How do you identify the 
difference? (see test wind-way)
tightly supporting wind-ways often are more tight and offer more blow- resistance, or the sound-
production is rather specified for smaller air-pressure, which reduces the air velocity and therefore 
less turbulences have to be smoothed out.
Tight wind-ways are more stable. Variations in air-pressure cause less high variations in the tone 
pitches. That enables a dynamic way of playing. Different mouth-positionings hardly have any 
difference in the color of sound. Generally high recorders produce a light sound. Here it comes in 
handy to disturb the air stream to avoid a too high-pitched sound.

Open wind-ways need an appendage, a guided air-stream (see mouth-positioning) otherwise these 
things rustle terribly (test: bite together your teeth). The sound is dark, more air goes through the 
recorder and more acoustic energy can be produced. The air resistance is lower.
So which wind-way is better now? That varies individually! I like the open one more but the tight 
ones are definitely interesting!

Diverse Blowing between amateurs and professionals
A professional adapts to the instrument. It is always astonishing what these players can get out of a
bad instrument. The weaknesses of the instruments are balanced out. A difficult appendage faced 
with good technique. Intonation deficits are met constantly via the pressure and the hold. The 
sound is permanently controlled, conscience as well as automated.
Unlike for amateurs, that don't possess over the same possibilities. There the instruments have to 
have an easier appendage and the intonation has to be more balanced. That makes up for more 
boring instruments  but again then they are easier to be played. For amateurs a good consultation 
during  the purchase seems very important to me. The instrument has to correspond to the player, 
especially since the skill of adaptions is only limited.

There is also a connection from the recorder-manufacturer to the player.

If manufacturer and player blow in the same way, a lot gets more simple.
The player thinks: Perfect these instruments, he really can build nice models.
The manufacturer thinks: he can play well, he really gets something out of that instrument.

Playing an instrument of another manufacturer I often cant cope with it for the first moments. Then I
try to imitate his way of playing and mouth-positioning, that usually helps the way in most cases!
Recorders that you cant cope with from beginning on don't have to be necessarily bad! The 
contention with a different type of instrument can very much extend your horizon. Depending on 
the music and the scope it then gives you a different result.



Room

                        
                        Churches sound warm and                A carpet, sofa and curtains ask 
                        absorb the noise.                                   for a very clear recorder

A small room full of curtains, with a sofa and carpet is acoustically a bit of a horror. But there is 
people that have to be play in these rooms. Here they definitely need a clear, low instrument. The 
cut up (distance to the labium edge) should not be big.
It is the opposite for a large room, for example a church. Here the noise is swallowed by the room. A 
voluminous, full instrument will fill the room more appropriately.
Another story with Maurice Steger: When I tried out his instruments, we started listening to 
recordings of concerts with some recorders and I couldn't recognize these instruments, only in the 
comparison...
Maurice takes, depending on the room, different instruments and listens to his own concerts closely.
He wants it to add up to the audience! A viperous, to me uninteresting instrument sounded on 
record with the orchestra in a big room exquisitely brilliant and beautiful...
That the sound can all change by a room everybody seems to know, but only a few check it.
Not many people have a whole cupboard full of instruments to choose from, and then? It seems 
then even more important to have the right instrument. And so which is the right instrument???
the most played kind of music in the most often played room requires the right instrument. This 
must be played with the right pressure and the right mouth-positioning.

Type of wood

compared to the wind-ways the used type of wood almost becomes unimportant. Of course the 
wood has an influence, but many overrate it! I find it rather exciting to compare recorders from 
different manufacturers than in different types of wood. For all who anyway want to know more 
about it, you'll find it on the internet. My opinion to that: www.kueng-blockfloeten.ch

In the recorder manufacturing there seems to be two directions

1. Standardizing to “low-maintenance” instruments, meaning instruments where every 
beginner can find a high f```from an alto flute (of course beginners don't wanna stress with 
it but make as much music with as less as possible practice).

2. More open, wider instruments with a full sound that are more hard to be played. Especially 
for players that are fed up with the overtone rich sound of a “normal” recorder are looking for
such recorders.

Last but not least
Well now the chaos seems to be complete!
These are my personal experiences, won from the contact with many different players and 

http://www.kueng-blockfloeten.ch/


instruments. I don't claim them to be complete nor absolutely right. That's not what this should be 
about. What I am hoping for are players, that build up a nice relationship to the instrument to 
touch the souls of the audience with it.
Merci for following me and thank you for trying it out yourself.

Geri Bollinger
recorder-manufacturer from the company Küng
August 2005


